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Nowadays, the Global Positioning System (GPS) is widely used in all aspects of our lives. GPS signals are not used only in
positioning and navigation applications and services in transport and military, but, thanks to quite precise information about
time, also for synchronization of world trade and synchronization of wireless transmitters. However, with the recent spread of
location-based services, a large number of GPS jammers had appeared. Use of these jammers is prohibited by law; however,
their use is gaining popularity especially in the transport segment since jammers can be used to trick vehicle onboard units and
help avoid paying toll fees on highways or avoid tracking of company cars when used privately. In this paper, we will investigate
the impact of GPS interference caused by jamming and spoofing on the synchronization of Single Frequency Network (SFN)
Digital Video Broadcasting–Terrestrial (DVB-T) transmitters. Since GPS signals are used in the DVB-T SFN to provide
synchronization which is crucial for the correct network operation, the interference of GPS signals can cause problems with
signal distribution. ,us, signals received from a DVB-T SFN network might be out of synchronization and disrupt the service
for users.

1. Introduction

Recently Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) posi-
tioning systems are being widely implemented in all areas of
our lives. GNSS systems are only not used for positioning
and navigation purposes anymore but also for purposes of
time synchronization in different applications. However, the
GNSS and mainly GPS applications are widespread in all
aspects of our daily life, for example, monitoring of company
cars movement of tolling systems [1, 2]. ,erefore, some
people are trying to trick the system and are using GPS
jammers. Although the use of GPS jammers is prohibited by
the law in the majority of countries, it is relatively easy to get
one shipped into any country and start using it.

,e use of GPS jammers can potentially cause significant
problems in various applications, for example, GPS-like
signals are used at airports for air traffic control and

navigation of planes during critical parts of the flight, like
landing procedure for example. ,ere have been reported
cases when GPS jammer, used to hide the use of company
vehicle for personal purposes, has caused disruption of
airport services.

Moreover, GPS signals are widely used for time syn-
chronization purposes in wireless networks as well as fixed
networks, transport system, and financial transaction sys-
tems nowadays.

Recently, there has been a lot of studies focusing on the
detection and mitigation of jamming and spoofing inter-
ference on GPS signals. A handful of solutions was proposed
to detect the interference caused by jammers and spoofers.
Jamming detection can be performed relatively easily as
jammers transmit signals in the same band as GPS but with a
higher amplitude, thus causing higher error rates in the
received data or loss of GPS signals.
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On the other hand, the detection of spoofing attacks is
more complicated since the interference signal is mimicking
the signals transmitted by GPS satellites. ,e solutions for the
detection of GPS spoofing are based onmonitoring of received
power [3], spatial processing [4], Time of Arrival (TOA)
Discrimination [5], Signal Quality Monitoring [6], distribu-
tion analysis of the correlator output [7], or consistency checks
[8, 9]. Nevertheless, these solutions are not widely imple-
mented in the GPS receivers since some special capabilities of
the receiver, for example, L2 reception, correlators, multiple
antennas, and so forth, are usually required [10].

However, the impact of GPS signal interferences caused
by jamming and spoofing on systems used for time syn-
chronization was not studied to a large extent yet. ,erefore,
we will focus on the impact of GPS attacks on the time
synchronization of DVB-T transmitters in SFN configura-
tion in this paper. In DVB-T SFN, it is important to have
good synchronization of transmitters so signals can be
considered as multipath copies of the same signal. Tight
synchronization of the transmitters can be achieved using
GPS signals, which can provide time synchronization with
accuracy up to nanoseconds, while synchronization required
by the DVB-T SFN networks is in microseconds. For the
specific implementation of DVB-T SFN in Slovakia, the
required synchronization accuracy is 224 μs, due to the
physical separation of transmitters in the range of 64 km as
well as setting of the guard interval in OFDM signals.

,e main contribution of the paper is the analysis of the
DVB-T SFN operation in a situation when one of the
transmitters is affected by the interference of GPS signal used
for synchronization. ,e analysis of the results shows that
the implementation of some spoofing detection algorithms is
required in order to make the system functionality reliable
under a spoofing attack. It is important to note here that
spoofing attack may be aimed on other applications which,
however, can also affect the operation DVB-T SFN network
that can be considered a part of the safety infrastructure, as
in case of emergency, it can be used to spread safety in-
formation among citizens.

,e rest of the paper is organised as follows: Section 2
provides an overview of DVB-T SFN networks as well as
GPS interferences, Section 3 describes the testing setup,
achieved results will be presented in Section 4, and Section 5
will conclude the paper.

2. Related Work

With the increased use of GPS systems in our daily life, also
the number of so-called attacks on GPS services has in-
creased. ,ese attacks are commonly caused by devices
causing interference of GPS signals. Due to increased in-
terference of GPS signals, the attention of the research
community was drawn to the development of solutions that
are able to detect GPS interferences and thus provide some
kind of warning to the users affected. In this section, we will
provide an overview of GPS interferences and approaches of
their detection, time synchronization using GPS, and a
description of the DVB-T SFN network.

2.1. GPS Interference. GPS signals are vulnerable to many
signals, which is caused by the low power level of signals
received by the device. In civil code GPS L1 C/A, the power
of the received signal can be as low as −158.5 dBW [11]. ,e
GPS signals can therefore be affected by any transmitter
operating at frequencies near to the GNSS bands with high
transmission power or because of imperfections of imple-
mentation or malfunction of wireless systems [12]. Such
interferences are considered to be unintentional and can be
caused for example by DVB-T transmitters [13]. A method
to assess the robustness of GPS signal in the presence of
unintentional interference has been proposed in [14].

Unfortunately, unintentional interference is not the only
problem GPS receivers have to face. Intentional GPS jam-
ming can be caused by jammers that transmit noise-like
signals on frequencies in the same frequency band as the
GPS signals, thus causing loss of GPS signal reception.
Jamming can be performed using different types of signals,
the most common types of jamming are pulse jamming, spot
jamming, barrage noise jamming, sweep jamming, and re-
peater jamming [15]. However, from the work presented in
[16], it seems most of the publicly available jammers use
swept tone method for jamming the GPS signals. From the
tests, it was also concluded that the effective range of GPS
jammers can be from 300m up to 8.7 km.

On top of these relatively simple jamming approaches, it
is possible to perform spoofing attacks on GPS services.
Spoofing attacks can be performed in two ways, by re-
broadcasting GPS signals recorded at another place or time
(called meaconing) and by generating and transmitting
modified satellite signals. Spoofing attacks can be much
harder to detect since the receiver is still able to decode all
GPS data without significant errors; however, these data are
faulty. To detect spoofing of the GPS signals, additional
features of the GPS receiver have to be implemented. Among
approaches proposed to detect GPS spoofing methods like
detection of unusual values in power-related parameters,
monitoring of time-related parameters, spatial processing,
and use of hybrid navigation, for example, GNSS + INS
(Inertial Navigation System) in case of navigation services
are used [17]. However, these are not suitable for static
implementation with a single GPS receiver.

2.2. Time Synchronization Using GPS. ,e GPS signals not
only are used for tracking purposes but can provide accurate
time information as well. ,is can be done thanks to the fact
that all GPS satellites are tightly synchronized to national
and international standards. ,erefore, GPS signals can be
processed by the master clock, time servers, or reference
clocks and thus provide accurate time synchronization to a
variety of applications. ,e accuracy of the GPS synchro-
nization is typically in the range of nanoseconds if devices
are synchronized directly by GPS signals, up to milliseconds
with accuracy depending on the protocol used to distribute
the timing information among the devices [18].

Since GPS can provide accuracy close to atomic clocks
and eliminates manual clock setting, it allows correlating
events that are time-stamped by different clocks. ,ere is a
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vast number of applications that rely on GPS time syn-
chronization including, legally validated time stamps, op-
erational efficiency, regulatory compliance, and secure
networking.

Characteristics of the GPS timing modules for accurate
time synchronization were investigated in [19]. ,e authors
have used M12M timing receivers to measure relative time
error between generated PPS (pulse per second) and 100 PPS
signals. ,e achieved mean timing offset between two re-
ceivers was 14 ns with a standard deviation of 13 ns without
the implementation of data correction.,e authors conclude
that the difference might be higher for receivers placed
further apart, as in such case, signals from different satellites
will be received.

,e GPS time synchronization with nanosecond accu-
racy with receivers in a region within 10 km was described in
[20]. ,e authors were evaluating the impact of imprecise
position in fixed position timing application and proposed a
weighting algorithm that allowed them to achieve nano-
second level timing accuracy using GPS L1CA signals.

Based on data in [20–23], the influence of different error
sources on the timing synchronization is summarized in
Table 1.

From the table, it can be seen that the most important
sources of errors are user clock bias and the impact of the
ionospheric delay [21]. ,e user clock bias can be solved in
the receiver for example by the implementation of advanced
signal processing and carrier phase measurements [22].

2.3. DVB-T SFN Network. ,e DVB-T standard specifies
characteristics of channel coding, modulation, and framing
structure for transmission of digital television signals [24].
,e Coded Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplex
(COFDM) with a large number of subcarriers is used to
transfer video data streams since it delivers robust signal able
to deal with complex radio channel conditions affected by
signal fading and multipath propagation.

,e use of COFDMwith guard interval allows a network
of DVB-T transmitters to operate in the SFNmode.,e SFN
operation allows covering an area with signals transmitted
from different geographical sites at the same frequency and
this way enhances coverage of the area. When the SFN
signals, synchronized at both time and frequency domain,
are received by the DVB-T receiver, they can be considered
to be “echoes” of the same signal if the time delay between
signals is shorter than the guard interval of the OFDM signal.
On the other hand, when the delay between signals is higher
than the guard interval, the received signal will be affected by
ISI (Inter Symbol Interference) resulting in noticeable noise
in the receiver [25] causing increased bit error rate (BER).

3. Experimental Scenario

Experiments were performed in laboratory conditions. We
have used two DVB-T transmitters in a single frequency
setup with OFDM modulators being synchronized using
GPS receivers. In the experiments, two DVB-T modulators
PRO Television TV-05D were used. ,e main reason for

using these modulators was their implementation in a real
network operating in Slovakia. Real GPS signals were used in
the experiments and one of the GPS receivers was affected by
an interference signal, caused either by jamming or by
spoofing. ,e block diagram of the experimental setup is
shown in Figure 1.

To gather data from the experimental setup and monitor
the achieved results, all devices were connected to the
network and managed from a PC (Figure 2). In the SFN, it is
important to have transmitters synchronized using, for
example, GPS receivers. ,e transmitted data stream was
created using camera and data stream coder and Megaframe
Initializing Packet (MIP) inserter to provide MIP infor-
mation required for synchronization of DVB-Tmodulators.

Measurements of parameters of DVB-T SFN signal was
performed on receiver HD TAB 9 which allows measuring
received power strength, bit error rate, modulation error ratio,
and visualisation of the received signal characteristics including
constellation diagram of the modulated signal, the spectrum of
the signal, and delay between signals in SFN network.

In the experiment, the video data was transmitted in the
MPEG-2 stream to the MIP inserter since MIP information is
crucial for the correct operation of DVB-T/H SFN transmit-
ters. To achieve correct operation of the network,MIP has to be
tightly synchronized using 10MHz frequency normal as well as
PPS signals derived from GNSS signals. In the experiment,
both 10MHz and PPS signals were generated in the DVB-T
transmitter 1, which was not affected by the interference, that
is, jamming and spoofing, of GPS signals.

,e PPS signal consists of periodic impulses which are
shorter than 1 s and repeat every second.,e accuracy of the
PPS signals generated by internal clocks of the selected DVB-
T transmitters is in the range from 12 ps up to microseconds
per second, or 2 ns up to a few milliseconds per day. ,e
accuracy of the signal depends on the resolution and ac-
curacy of the signal generator. An example of the PPS signal
is shown in Figure 3.

,e web interface of themodulators is shown in Figure 4.
It can be seen that the data stream with MIP as well as GPS
signals are available, that is, highlighted with green colour.
,e same settings were applied to the second transmitter.
Both transmitters operated at the 490MHz frequency, which
represents the TV23 channel. ,e DVB-Tmodulators were
operating in 8k IFFT OFDM mode with 64 QAM modu-
lation scheme and 1/8 guard interval. ,e signal was
transmitted from both DVB-Tmodulators with a power of 0
dBm and attenuated by 7 dB in the inserter. ,erefore, the
signal should be received with the same amplitude from both
DVB-T transmitters.

Table 1: Sources of timing errors in GPS.

Source of error Timing error
User clock bias 10–50 ns
Receiver noise <1 ns
Residual satellite clock error <7 ns
Residual of broadcast ephemeris <7 ns
Residual of tropospheric delay 0.3–2 ns
Residual of ionospheric delay 3–15 ns
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,e correct function of SFN was verified at the receiver
which was used during the experiments.,e values shown in
Figure 5 are based on signals received from both

transmitters. Without the interference to GPS signals used
for synchronization of the second transmitter, the received
power is 98.9 dBuV, modulation error ratio is MER >42 dB,

GPS signals

Jamming signal

Jamming generator

DVB-T modulator 2
GPS signal

Stream with MIP MIP inserter

PPS

RF inserter

SFN DVB-T signal

Camera

Visual data

Data stream coderData stream

DVB-T signal
analyser

10 MHz
DVB-T modulator 1

GPS signal

Figure 1: Block diagram of the experimental setup.
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Figure 2: Connection of devices into the management network.
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and the bit error rate after decoding and before correction
bBER and bit error rate for evaluation of quality aBER are
less than 10e− 6 and less than 10− 8, respectively.

In the experiment, we have considered two scenarios for
GPS interference. In the first scenario, a simple GPS jammer
was used to interfere with GPS signals, while in the second
scenario, a GNSS signal generator was used to generate GPS
signals and perform a spoofing attack on the GPS receiver
used for the synchronization of the second DVB-T
transmitter.

In the beginning, the impact of different power levels of
the jammer and distance between the jammer and GPS
receiver on detection of GPS jamming was tested. ,e
achieved results can be seen in Figure 6. ,e blue line in the
figure highlights the threshold level of the field strength of
the jamming signal equal to 0.77mV/m that will be detected
by the GPS receiver and thus cause an outage of the GPS
clock synchronization.

From the figure, it can be seen that a jammerwith the 1mW
transmit power can affect the receiver up to the distance of

Time (s)
1 2 3

Po
w

er

900 ms 100 ms

Figure 3: Principle of PPS signal timing.

(a)

(b)

Figure 4: Web interface of DVB-T modulators.
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250m, while with increasing transmit power, the distance
between the jammer and GPS receiver can grow up to more
than 7km in the case when transmitting power of the jammer
was 1W. ,erefore, using jammers with high transmit powers
can disrupt GPS services in a significant range.

In the first scenario, the jamming signal, depicted in
Figure 7, was generated by GPS jammer model DHM3659.
,e antenna of the GPS jammer was deployed in the
proximity of the GPS antenna of the second DVB-T
transmitter. ,e power of the GPS jammer was set to value
which caused the loss of GPS signals at the DVB-T
transmitter.

In the second scenario, the GNSS simulator Spirent
GSS6700 was used instead of a jammer to generate fake

Figure 5: Screenshot from the DVB-T analyser without GPS jamming.
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Figure 7: Frequency spectrum of the jamming signal.
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signals from GPS satellites. ,e transmitting antenna was
placed 1m from the GPS antenna of the second DVB-T
transmitter, similarly to the first scenario. Parameters of the
generated GPS signals were chosen as close to real signals as
possible. ,e GPS satellites were simulated with satellite
constellation shown in Figure 8, and GPS simulation time
was shifted by 1 minute compared to real GPS clocks;
therefore, the constellation of satellites in the simulations
was close to the real situation.

In this scenario, the power of the spoofing signals was at
the beginning set to value 49 dB below the real GPS signals,
the power was gradually increased up to the point when the
GPS receiver at the DVB-T transmitter picked up the
spoofing signal and used it for synchronization purposes.
,e spoofing signal was picked by the GPS receiver when the
received power of the signal was −127 dBm, which is close to
the power of the real GPS signals received from the GPS
satellites.

4. Discussion of Achieved Results

In the first scenario, the GPS signal used to synchronize the
second DVB-T transmitter was affected by a jammer. In this
case, the DVB-T modulator is able to detect the problem
with GPS signals as can be seen from the yellow label next to
GPS input in the web interface of the modulator shown in
Figure 9. ,e yellow colour indicates that the status of the
GPS receiver is unlocked; therefore, it cannot be used for
synchronization of the transmitter.

,e measurements of the quality of the received signal
were performed over time to evaluate the impact of GPS
jamming on the performance of SFN DVB-T. ,e impact of
GPS jamming on signal parameters can be seen in Table 2.
Measurements were performed for a 60-minute period after
the start of jamming, since the transmitter will automatically
shut down after 60 minutes of running on internal clocks
only, in order to prevent interference in the network.

From the table, it can be seen that, with increasing time,
the SNR, MER, and BER parameters were negatively af-
fected, and the quality of the received signal was decreasing
gradually. ,e fact that signal parameters are better after 60
minutes from the start of jamming is given by the fact that
the transmitter affected by GPS jamming automatically
muted the transmission which can be seen from Figure 10
where GPS input, as well as the output of the transmitter, is
marked with the red colour. ,is is given by the fact that the
transmitter is set up to mute output in case it lost the time
synchronization for a certain period of time, in this case, 60
minutes, in order to avoid interferences in the SFN
broadcasting.

Figure 11 shows constellation diagrams of the received
signals in time 0 (without GPS jamming) after 30 minutes of
jamming and after 50 minutes of jamming. It can be seen
that modulation symbols were affected by lack of syn-
chronization in the network; however, the resulting signal
was still decoded with minimum errors since the SNR of the
received signal is well above the threshold [26] required for
successful decoding.

From the results achieved during the first experi-
mental scenario, it can be concluded that when the GPS
receiver at the DVB-T transmitter is affected by jamming,
the transmitter switches automatically to internal syn-
chronization; however, this is not sufficient for operation
over a long period of time. ,e longer the period without
external synchronization, the higher is the interference
caused by the transmitter in the SFN network. However,
the transmitter will automatically mute after a certain
period of time, before it will cause significant interfer-
ence and loss of signal in the area covered by the affected
transmitter. Since the loss of GPS signals was reported in
the web interface of the DVB-T transmitter, it is rela-
tively easy to detect the problem thru the management
network.

In the second scenario, a spoofing attack on the GPS
receiver of the second transmitter was performed. In this
case, measurements were performed when spoofing signals
were below the power level of real GPS signals and when
spoofing signals were higher compared to real signals and
therefore were picked up by the GPS receiver. ,e spoofing
signal was picked by the GPS receiver when the received
power of the signal was −127 dBm.

When spoofing signals were picked up by the DVB-T
transmitter, there was not any indication of a problem,
synchronization seems to work fine, and the transmitter is
broadcasting at full power, as can be seen from Figure 12.
However, from the results below, we can conclude that the
SFN network is not working properly as can be seen from the
results presented in Figure 13.

From Figure 13, it can be seen that the signal is received
with the power of 103.7 dBuV; however, there is no image at
the output and values of SNR, MER, bBER, and aBER are
signalling that there is significant interference in the received
signal since bBER is only 10−2.

In Figure 14, a constellation diagram of the received
signal is presented; it can be seen that there is a huge noise in
the signal and it is not possible to detect symbols of QAM
modulation, which is resulting in high BER and lack of
image data at the receiver.

Figure 8: Constellation of GPS satellites used for spoofing
purposes.
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In Figure 15, the time delays of DVB-T signals from
transmitters in the SFN are shown. If delays of individual
signals are smaller than the guard interval of the signal, then
these signals do not cause intersymbol interference and the
SFN network is operating correctly.

However, in the second scenario, the DVB-T transmitter
affected by spoofed GPS signal caused interference in the
whole SFN network. Moreover, it was not possible to detect
this problem from the monitoring and management tools as
the affected transmitter was not showing any issues with the
synchronization and was showing a correct operation in the
management web interface.

To reduce the vulnerability of the DVB-T SFN network
to GPS spoofing, some algorithms for spoofing detection and
spoofing mitigation should be implemented in the GPS
receivers. In order to implement spoofing detection with
good performance, a GPS receiver with the support of
multiple antennas should be implemented. ,is would help
to estimate the direction of arrival of the GPS signal and thus
easily detect the spoofing signal since this signal is usually
terrestrial [4]. ,e advantage of multiple GPS receiver an-
tennas is also a possibility to implement spoofing mitigation
solutions based on Multiantenna Beam Forming and Null
Steering [27] or Vestigial Signal Detection [28].

Figure 9: Web interface of DVB-T modulator affected by GPS jamming.

Table 2: Sources of timing errors in GPS.

Signal parameter
Time (minutes)

0 5 10 30 40 50 60
Power (dBuV) 98.9 100.2 105.4 99.1 103.2 103.4 101.6
SNR (dB) >42 34 35 35 33 28 38
MER (dB) >42 34.3 34.9 35.3 33.1 28.5 37.7
bBER <10e− 6 2e− 4 2e− 4 2e− 4 3e− 4 6e− 4 <10e− 6
aBER <10e− 8 <10e− 8 <10e− 8 <10e− 8 <10e− 8 5e− 07 <10e− 8

Figure 10: Web interface of DVB-T modulator affected by GPS jamming after 60 minutes.
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 11: Constellation diagrams of received DVB-Tsignal (a) without GPS jamming, (b) after 30 of GPS jamming, and (c) 50 minutes of
GPS jamming.

Figure 12: Web interface of DVB-T modulator affected by GPS spoofing.

Figure 13: Screenshot from the DVB-T signal analyser with active GPS spoofing.
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5. Conclusion

In the paper, the impact of the GPS interference caused by
jamming and spoofing on the function of the DVB-T SFN
network was investigated. ,e transmitters in DVB-T SFN use
GPS signals for synchronization of data in the network, to
avoid interference and sustain the quality of received signals.
With an increased number of GPS interference caused by
jammers, it is required to understand how DVB-T transmitters
can cope with the affected GPS signals. We have performed
experiments in two scenarios: in the first scenario, the GPS
receiver at one of the transmitters was affected by jamming and
in the second scenario by spoofing of GPS signals.

Based on achieved results, it can be concluded that the
DVB-T SFN network is able to cope with the jamming of
GPS signals, in case that it does not last too long. From the
results it is obvious that the SNR of the received DVB-T
signal was reduced, resulting in increased BER. However, the

receiver was still able to decode the video streamwithout any
significant decrease in quality.

Moreover, jamming of the GPS signal used for syn-
chronization of the transmitter could be easily detected thru
the management interface. On the other hand, when one of
the transmitters was affected by GPS spoofing, the situation
was much worse. ,e transmitter was out of synchroniza-
tion, which caused that it was not possible to decode the
signal at the receiver. On top of that, the management in-
terface of the affected transmitter did not show any errors
since the GPS receiver was receiving a spoofing signal which
was decoded correctly, although the time information in the
signal was tempered.

Data Availability

,e data supporting the results are presented in the
manuscript.

Figure 14: Constellation diagrams of the received DVB-T signal with GPS spoofing.

Figure 15: Timeshift of received DVB-T signals during GPS spoofing.
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